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Attackers are Evolving

Attackers go where the data is — 
and now that place is SaaS

SaaS Usage is Exploding

The typical enterprise now has 
over 1000 SaaS apps in use

Data is Changing

Sensitive data comes in all forms 
and is shared in real-time

The World has Changed

** Source: businessofapps.com



SaaS is used to attack 
users and steal data

Sensitive data now shared using 
real-time collaboration apps

Corporate data increasingly 
found in unstructured data, not 

just files & databases

These changes are creating new security challenges
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SaaS is used to compromise 
users & steal credentials

Compromised users and 
malicious insiders directly 

access SaaS from anywhere

Unmanaged shadow IT apps 
put users and data at risk

Dangerous misconfigurations 
create vulnerabilities within 

sanctioned SaaS apps

Growing complexity of 
SaaS introduces new risks

Data is becoming harder 
to identify and secure

[Evidence] [Evidence] [Evidence]



Threat protection that 
checks the box

App compliance attributes 
used to estimate risk & 

control access

New posture controls limited 
to compliance benchmarks
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First-gen CASB is failing to solve these problems

CASB was conceived and built as a compliance tool.
It largely remains a compliance tool.

App policies built around 
compliance, not security

Legacy DLP based on 
compliance data patterns & 

profiles

Built for files & databases — 
can’t understand chats, code 

snippets, other IP

Outdated data protection 
as a compliance control

Commodity antivirus and 
sandboxes can’t detect 
today’s evasive malware

Weak network security 
services can’t stop the 

complete attack kill chain



The right approach to securing SaaS

Complete SaaS 
Security 3

Secure consumption of SaaS 
with access control policy

Secure Enterprise SaaS with data 
and posture security policies

Identify risks to users, 
apps, and data

2

Prevent attacks 
against SaaS

5

4

3

See all app usage 
across the enterprise

1



Integrated with WildFire for 
best-in-class antimalware

Detection of compromised 
accounts and insider threats

Natively integrated with 
SASE security stack

Introducing Palo Alto Networks Next-Generation CASB
The industry's most complete, security-first CASB

Discovery of all sensitive data, not 
just compliance controlled data

Advanced data detection in 
structured and unstructured data

User-led remediation and 
education

See and secure all SaaS 
applications in use

Real-time integrations with 
modern collaboration apps

Posture Security prevents 
dangerous misconfigurations

Complete visibility and 
security for all apps

Data security for the 
modern enterprise

Protection from 
advanced threats



Posture Security prevents dangerous misconfigurations that put data at risk

● Comprehensive app coverage with automated benchmarking against security best 
practices and compliance frameworks

● Prevention-first approach with single-click remediation and drift prevention to stop 
problems before they occur

Comprehensive access control for all SaaS

● Automatically discover, risk profile & control user actions on over 40k+ SaaS apps

● ML-based Application Cloud Engine (ACE) automatically discovers and catalogs new 
apps for rapid identification and control of apps as they emerge
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Malicious
Insiders 

Track user activities such 
as bulk downloads & 
deliberate exfiltration 

attempts

NEW

Complete visibility and security for all apps

Industry-leading API integrations with Enterprise SaaS apps

● Deep data protection and user monitoring for over 27+ sanctioned apps

● Near real-time connectors with modern collaboration apps provide immediate 
identification and remediation of data incidents

NEW



Advanced classification for all forms of sensitive data

● Comprehensive detectors, including EDM, OCR, ML classifiers, 1000s of built-in patterns

● Natural language processing (NLP) contextually understands chat and other 
unstructured data to find hard-to-detect secrets such as passwords and API keys
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Malicious
Insiders 

Track user activities such 
as bulk downloads & 
deliberate exfiltration 

attempts

NEW

Data security for the modern enterprise

User-led remediation & data security education

● Proactive education for end-users during a data security violation

● End-users empowered to immediately remediate incidents themselves, reducing 
workload on the SOC

NEW

NEW

Consistent data security policy, across the enterprise

● Single, cloud-based DLP engine natively integrated with NG-CASB, NGFW, Prisma 
Access, and Prisma Cloud for enterprise-wide consistency
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Malicious
Insiders 

Track user activities such 
as bulk downloads & 
deliberate exfiltration 

attempts

NEW

Industry-leading protection from advanced threats

Fully integrated with WildFire for best-in-class malware protection

● Advanced cloud-based detection & analysis of known and unknown malware

● Detects evasive malware hidden within sanctioned SaaS at-rest, and malware in-motion 
delivered from any SaaS app

Detection of compromised accounts and malicious insider activity

● New behavioral analytics detects high-risk and suspicious activity that can identify 
insider threats and compromised credentials or endpoints

● Comprehensive user activity auditing supports rapid investigation and remediation 
workflows

NEW

Natively integrated with the industry’s most advanced SASE security stack

● Advanced intrusion prevention, web security, and DNS security stop attackers and 
malware from successfully establishing footholds and exfiltrating data



Palo Alto Networks Next-Generation CASB
The industry's most complete, security-first CASB

Next 
Generation

CASB

Complete visibility and security for all apps

Comprehensive coverage over broadest app catalog (40k+ apps)

Industry-leading API integrations (27+ apps)

Posture security for over 20 apps with automated remediation

Data security for the modern enterprise

Advanced classification w/ EDM, OCR, and Deep Learning

User-led remediation & education

Consistent data security across the enterprise

Industry-leading protection from advanced threats

Best-in-class malware protection with WildFire

Suspicious User Activity Detection

Native integration with industry’s most advanced security stack



What’s new in NG-CASB
● Posture Security
● Data security for collaboration
● Suspicious User Activity Detection



v

v
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Secure your apps with 
Posture Security
Protect your essential SaaS apps from 
dangerous misconfigurations that put 
users and data at risk.

● Comprehensive app coverage with 
automated benchmarking against 
security best practices

● Security that goes beyond compliance 
with best practices for all configurations 
that impact app security

● Prevention-first approach with 
single-click remediation and drift 
prevention to prevent problems before 
they occur



v

v

Data security for 
modern collaboration
Prevent exposure of sensitive data 
commonly shared between employees 
within real-time collaboration apps.

● Natural language processing (NLP) finds 
hard-to-detect secrets such as 
passwords and API keys in unstructured 
chat data

● Proactively educate end-users about a 
data security violation they caused as it 
happens in real-time

● Enable end users to immediately 
remediate incidents themselves,  
reducing workload on the SOC



v

v

Stop attackers and 
malicious insiders
Detect and stop activity from 
compromised accounts and malicious 
insiders with behavioral analytics.

● Detects suspicious user activity that 
could indicate a compromised account or 
malicious insider

● Behavioral analytics identify high-risk 
activity including shared credentials, bulk 
data access, suspicious logins, and more

● Comprehensive user activity auditing 
enables quick and simple investigation 
and remediation workflows



Posture Security



SaaS misconfigurations are a growing problem
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Typical large enterprise uses 50-100 sanctioned SaaS applications

Increased SaaS consumption is creating issues for enterprises

Lack of best practices, app updates, new features, “on by default” settings

99% cloud security failures will be caused by human error (Gartner)
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Specific challenges with securing SaaS

Securing SaaS is different from 
securing traditional software

SaaS apps are accessible from the 
Internet, significantly raising the 
stakes of any misconfigurations

Apps update themselves, adding new 
features and settings

SaaS is typically “open by default” to 
drive simplicity and user experience 

but adds risk

Fixing problems and keeping 
them fixed in SaaS is difficult

Ownership over SaaS config is 
spread across the enterprise

Admins make changes to apps, 
often unaware of security impact

Lack of coordination between 
InfoSec, IT, and GRC causes 

security and compliance issues

Keeping up with SaaS 
consumption is challenging

Enterprises are consuming an 
increasing number of sanctioned 

SaaS apps 

Every SaaS apps has 10’s-100’s of 
security settings

New SaaS apps are often introduced 
without notice, creating blindspots
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A better approach to SaaS Security Posture Management

Security that goes 
beyond compliance Prevention-first approachComprehensive app 

coverage

Automated security posture 
management for over 20 enterprise 
SaaS apps, with support for over 100 

apps by the end of the year

Single-click remediation for application 
owners, and drift prevention that locks 
security-critical configurations in place 
to prevent problems before they occur

Comprehensive security best practices 
of all security-impacting configurations, 

not just those on a compliance 
checklist

Natively integrated with NG-CASB for complete security of SaaS apps and data
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Specific challenges with securing SaaS

Apps that are compliant are 
not always secure

Fixing problems and keeping 
them fixed in SaaS is difficult

Keeping up with SaaS 
consumption is challenging

Current processes make it impossible 
to keep up with the growing number of 

apps and unique settings

Spread ownership and lack of 
coordination between security and IT 
teams makes it difficult to find and fix 

issues

Application audits might have a select 
number of checks and quickly become 

outdated

Current SSPM solutions are siloed or not well integrated into a NG-CASB offering
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An SSPM solution built to secure the new era of SaaS consumption

Security that goes 
beyond compliance Prevention-first approachComprehensive app 

coverage

Launching with 20+ enterprise SaaS 
apps

100 apps by the end of the year

Single-click remediation

Drift prevention to lock security-critical 
configurations in place

Best practices for all security-impacting 
configurations

Continuous monitoring

Natively integrated with NG-CASB for complete security of SaaS apps and data
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Product Highlights

Monitoring

Continuous 
monitoring to detect 

misconfigurations

Visibility

Operationalized 
dashboard helping 
users take the next 

step to fix issues

Policies

Best Practice 
Framework with 

compliance mappings 
that scales across apps

Local account detection 
for non-IdP provisioned 

accounts

Remediation 

API-drive, “One-click” 
remediation where 

possible

Drift prevention to 
lock critical security 

settings
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Real-time benchmarking of apps against security best practices

Top security 
problems 
prioritized for 
immediate 
action

Security posture 
summary against 
best practices 
and compliance

Advanced posture 
checks

View posture across apps
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Simple, single-click remediation of misconfigurations

Summarize 
issues across 
multiple apps

Security 
context 
allows users 
to remediate 
with 
confidence

Single-click 
remediation for 
multiple 
applications
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Existing solutions do not solve the problem

Scope limited to a single app

Not a complete CASB solution (no 
inline controls, data protection, or 

threat prevention)

No alignment to common security 
control frameworks

Capabilities vary across SaaS apps

App Vendors

Only solves part of the problem — not 
a complete SaaS security solution

Cannot provide full view of SaaS 
security posture and compliance

Basic basic remediation workflows that 
do not work for most enterprise users

SSPM Vendors

Mostly a settings aggregator — simple 
combining of settings across multiple 

apps in a single console

Basic mapping of settings to 
compliance without full view of 

security framework or compliance 
attainment

Basic remediation workflows that do 
not work for most enterprise users

Other CASB Vendors
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Data security for 
collaboration



TBD



Suspicious User 
Activity Monitoring





Challenges in Monitoring SaaS Usage 

Compromised Accounts

Complex to correlate user 
activities within/across 

applications

Hard to evaluate the business 
risk

Inability to assess all threat 
vectors to identify a 

compromised account. 

Malicious Insider

Difficult to identify bad actors 
in the organization. 

Data breaches go unidentified 
for a longer time causing 

significant loss to the 
organization.

Hard to detect abuse of access 
privileges. 

User Activity Auditing

Lack of monitoring user 
patterns, data usage trends in 

the organization. 

Incidents may remain 
unresolved longer with the 

absence of correlative 
intelligence.
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Suspicious User Activity Detection by Palo Alto Networks

Top security risks  prioritized for 
immediate action

Prioritized list of 
Potentially Risky 
Users to monitor!

Summarize details 
on How the 
organization's 
Security against 
insider threats and 
attacks looks like over 
a period of time.



Detects a user accessing an application from two different physical locations (determined by IP address) within a 
timeframe that would be impossible for the user to physically travel between, indicating a likely compromised account.

Compromised Account - Impossible Traveler

Compromised 
Account: Identity
User Name and 
Email address

Activity Log
Two monitored access 
events from two different 
locations in a short time 
span - impossible to travel



Policies to quickly detect Insider Threats and Attacks

External Attack
Risky IP/Unsafe VPN 
policies to detect 
unauthorized access

Malicious Insider  
Policies to track 
suspicious bulk 
activities 
indicating a bad 
actor



Thank you

paloaltonetworks.com


